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Abstract

Explainable natural language inference aims
to provide a mechanism to produce explana-
tory (abductive) inference chains which ground
claims to their supporting premises. A recent
corpus called EntailmentBank strives to ad-
vance this task by explaining the answer to a
question using an entailment tree (Dalvi et al.,
2021). They employ the T5 model to directly
generate the tree, which can explain how the an-
swer is inferred. However, it lacks the ability to
explain and control the generation of interme-
diate steps, which is crucial for the multi-hop
inference process. In this work, we focus on
proposing a controlled natural language infer-
ence architecture for multi-premise explana-
tory inference. To improve control and en-
able explanatory analysis over the generation,
we define lexical inference types based on Ab-
stract Meaning Representation (AMR) graph
and modify the architecture of T5 to learn a
latent sentence representation (T5 bottleneck)
conditioned on said type information. We also
deliver a dataset of approximately 5000 anno-
tated explanatory inference steps, with well-
grounded lexical-symbolic operations. Experi-
mental results indicate that the inference typing
induced at the T5 bottleneck can help T5 to
generate a conclusion under explicit control.

1 Introduction

Explanation-based Natural Language Inference
(NLI) aims to provide a mechanism to produce
explanatory (abductive) inference chains which
ground claims to their supporting premises (Thaya-
paran et al., 2020). This inference process allows
a systematic way to support the construction of a
step-wise explanation hierarchy, via a particular
type of textual entailment which encodes claim-
premise relationships at different levels of abstrac-
tion. This type of inference is particularly relevant
in scientific domains, where reasoning needs to
be grounded on sets of known facts and plausible
and verifiable abstraction steps. One common way

Figure 1: Example of entailment tree. Three steps (1, 2,
3) are present from bottom to top.

of organising these explanatory chains is with the
support of entailment trees (Figure 1), a hierarchi-
cal structure linking multiple layers of multiple
premises to claims. Recent datasets such as the En-
tailmentBank (Dalvi et al., 2021) provide curated
collections of such entailment trees.

Although large-scale pretrained language mod-
els, such as T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), have been a
fundamental component of explanation-based NLI
models due to their transferability across different
NLI tasks (Thayaparan et al., 2020), the control-
lability and step-wise explainability of its internal
reasoning have not been fully addressed. For exam-
ple, Dalvi et al. (2021) deploy T5 as the baseline
for generating an entailment tree given a set of
premises directly, which can explain how the fi-
nal conclusion is inferred but cannot explain how
the intermediate steps are generated. In this case,
the multi-hop explanation-based NLI based on T5
cannot be fully controlled and explained, which is
also a potential source of semantic drift, namely
when one or more inference steps do not lead to
the inferred conclusion.

Delivering a step-wise explainable NLI from a
language model requires mechanisms which can de-
fine a quasi-symbolic inference behaviour from lex-
ical patterns. For example, looking at each premise-
claim step in Figure 1, there are clear patterns of
symbolic inference behaviour such as substitution
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(step 2), conjunction (step 1), and specification
(step 3). Those lexical inference patterns (named
here inference types) reflect a step-wise/localised
semantic change that can guide a T5-based model
to perform explainable inference operations. More
importantly, we may control the inference process
by manipulating those types at each inference step.
For example, given two premises: milk is a kind of
liquid and liquids can flow, we can infer the conclu-
sion milk can flow by substituting liquid with milk
or both milk and liquids can flow by conjunction,
when the inference types are argument substitution
and conjunction, respectively.

To deliver an explainable and controllable infer-
ence process at each step of the entailment tree, this
work focuses on the task of generating a next-step
conclusion given two premises. We define a set
of universal lexical inference types based on sym-
bolic transformations over explanatory sentences
grounded on AMR (Banarescu et al., 2013). By
incorporating these implicit lexical transformation
patterns behind inference data as explicit labels, the
reasoning process can be better controlled.

To incorporate inference type information into
the language model, we explore T5 as an inference
model with latent sentence representation (named
T5 bottleneck) as the semantic information can
be controlled over the sentence space (Hu et al.,
2017; Logeswaran et al., 2018). More importantly,
the sentence space can be carefully designed in a
disentangled manner and optimized by joint loss
terms (Bao et al., 2019b; John et al., 2019) to better
guide the inference behaviour in the Encoder and
the generation of the Decoder.

In summary, this work proposes a mechanism
to induce controllable inference behaviour for
explanation-based NLI and comprises two contri-
butions: (1) We define a set of fine-grained lexi-
cal inference types which reflect quasi-symbolic
premises-claim entailment mechanisms. Said type
information is injected into the language model us-
ing T5 bottleneck, a modification of the original
architecture to elicit latent sentence representations.
This modification preserves most of the original
model’s generation capabilities while allowing a
more explicit internal projection of the explana-
tory sentences, which has the potential to better
guide the inference and generation processes by
manipulating the latent spaces. (2) a systematically
annotated corpus of lexical inference types over
entailment trees in EntailmentBank corpus (Dalvi

et al., 2021).

2 Related work

Multi-step textual entailment Multi-step tex-
tual entailment refers to the generation of reason-
ing mechanisms that can interpret how an answer
is inferred by given pieces of step-wise evidence
(as shown in Figure 1). Clark et al. (2020) first
framed the use of transformer-based approaches,
such as RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), as a soft NLI
reasoner. Based on their work, Tafjord et al. (2020)
introduced ProofWriter, a model which is built on
T5 for generating an answer to a question, taking
into account facts and rules. Both works aim to
control the inference process by natural language
rules. E.g., given a fact: Erin is young and a rule:
if someone is young then they are big, a conclusion
can be inferred Erin is big. Recent work (Dalvi
et al., 2021) focused on more natural and com-
plex inference patterns where abstraction, speci-
fication, generalisation, and rule-based deduction
are included in their corpus (the EntailmentBank
dataset). Their model, EntailmentWriter (T5), can
directly generate entailment trees to explain the
inference process. However, the proposed model
does not have specific mechanisms for step-wise
symbolic control. In this work, we propose to con-
trol the inference process by guiding its generation
through explanatory lexical inference types.

Latent sentence embedding Latent sentence em-
beddings are widely deployed in AutoEncoder
setup, such as Variational (Kingma and Welling,
2013), Denoising (Vincent et al., 2008), Adversar-
ial (Makhzani et al., 2016). Due to their explain-
ability and controllability, they have been applied
in various tasks, including story generation (Fang
et al., 2021a), dialogue generation (Zhao et al.,
2017), text style transfer (John et al., 2019; Shen
et al., 2020), text paraphrasing (Bao et al., 2019a),
among others. However, those models are less ex-
plored in the NLI task. As the first step, this work
introduces the T5 bottleneck and evaluates it on the
NLI task.

Exploring the utilization of sentence embedding
to enhance reasoning and generation is a novel and
less-explored avenue (Lee et al., 2019). One poten-
tial approach is to focus on learning disentangled
sentence embeddings in which different semantic
information can be separate (Bao et al., 2019a; John
et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2022, 2023; Carvalho
et al., 2023). This separability can precisely con-



trol the generation process in the Decoder, which
can avoid the semantic drift issue. Meanwhile, the
inference process in the Encoder can be potentially
optimized by incorporating multi-task loss terms
that constrain the latent space (Bao et al., 2019a)
(e.g., predicting the inference behaviour according
to inference types). Therefore, this work proposes
incorporating the inference type information to the
language model at sentence level through T5 bot-
tleneck.

3 Defining lexical inference types

Valentino et al. (2021a) has demonstrated that step-
wise explanation-based natural language inference
cannot be directly framed as pure logical reasoning.
Explanatory chains, while looking plausible at first
inspection, commonly have subtler incompleteness
and consistency problems from a logical point of
view. At the same time, explanatory chains corre-
spond to definable inference patterns and localised
symbolic operations over the sentence structure.
Motivated by this middle ground between logical
representations and lexico-semantic inference pat-
terns, in this section, we introduce a set of granular
inference types grounded on the abstract meaning
representations of explanatory sentences.

Based on the inference types described in (Dalvi
et al., 2021), we contribute to this work with
the derivation of a more granular set of sentence-
level lexico-semantic inference types. In order to
systematically ground these sentence-level infer-
ence types, Abstract Meaning Representation (Ba-
narescu et al., 2013) (AMR) graphs are used as a
mechanism to precisely define the symbolic oper-
ations entailed in the multi-hop inference process
- linking the transformations from premises to the
conclusion through these granular symbolic opera-
tions. Please note that AMR is not used as a repre-
sentation mechanism in the proposed architecture,
but only to precisely ground these symbolic opera-
tions within a well-defined semantic representation
structure.

Table 1 describes the original inference types
from the EntailmenBank corpus (which were more
informally defined), contrasting them to the cor-
responding AMR- grounded and fine-grained op-
eration inference types. The AMR formalisation
of lexical inference patterns allows for the defini-
tion of a more granular inference typing system,
grounded on localised symbolic operations over
semantic representations of sentences. Next, we

define each lexico-semantic inference type and the
corresponding symbolic forms.

The substitution category refers to obtaining
a conclusion by replacing a predicate/argument
term from one premise with a predicate/argument
term from the other premise. Possible variations
of this category include argument (ARG) substi-
tution, predicate (PRED) substitution, and frame
(PRED+ARG) substitution. In this category, most
entailment relations are straightforward. One
premise is used to connect two terms which are
usually connected by is a kind of, is a part of, is
a source of, means, is, are, etc. This can be sym-
bolically represented as a subgraph substitution
operation over the premise graphs, as illustrated in
Figure 2.

c/characteristic-02

s/scar
:ARG1

a/acquire-01

:ARG1-of

k/kind 
:mod

:domain

:location

:ARG1

:ARG1-of

:location

P1: a scar on the knee is a kind of scar

P2: a scar is an acquired characteristic

C: a scar on the knee is an acquired characteristic

c/characteristic-02

a/acquire-01

s/scar k/knee 

k2/knee s2/scar

s/scar

Figure 2: AMR argument substitution.

The PRED substitution category works in a sim-
ilar manner, but replacing a predicate term. The
two predicates are usually linked by the following
patterns: v1 is a kind of v2, to v1 something means
to v2 something, v something has a negative impact
on that something, etc. The frame (PRED+ARG)
substitution category combines both previous cat-
egories by replacing a frame (predicate subgraph)
of one of the premises with one from the other
premise.

The further specification or conjunction cate-
gories allows for obtaining a conclusion by joining



Original inference type AMR op inference type Prop. Example entailment relation

Substitution

ARG substitution
(ARG-SUB) 19%

P1: a scar on the knee is a kind of scar
P2: a scar is an acquired characteristic
C: a scar on the knee is an acquired characteristic

PRED substitution
(PRED-SUB) 5%

P1: food contains nutrients and energy for living things
P2: to contain something can mean to store something
C: food stores nutrients and energy for living things

Frame substitution
(FRAME-SUB) 20%

P1: the formation of diamonds requires intense pressure
P2: the pressure is intense deep below earth ’s crust
C: the formation of diamonds occurs deep below the crust of the
earth

Inference from Rule
Conditional frame

insertion/substitution
(COND-FRAME)

12%
P1: if something is renewable then that something is not a fossil
P2: fuel wood is a renewable resource
C: wood is not a fossil fuel

Further Specification
or Conjunction

ARG insertion
(ARG-INS) 18%

P1: solar energy comes from the sun
P2: solar energy is a kind of energy
P3: solar energy is a kind of energy that comes from the sun

Frame conjunction
(FRAME-CONJ) 6%

P1: photosynthesis stores energy
P2: respiration releases energy
C: photosynthesis stores energy and respiration releases energy

Infer Class
from Properties

ARG/PRED
generalisation

(ARG/PRED-GEN)
1%

P1: rock is a hard material
P2: granite is a hard material
C: granite is a kind of rock

Property Inheritance
ARG substitution

(Property Inheritance)
(ARG-SUB-PROP)

0.4%
P1: blacktop is made of asphalt concrete
P2: asphalt has a smooth surface
C: a blacktop has a smooth surface

Unknown

Example (EXAMPLE) 0.9%
a shelter can be used for living in by raccoons
some raccoons live in hollow logs
an example of a shelter is a raccon living in a hollow log

If ... then ... (IFT) 0.8%
an optical telescope requires visible light for human to use
clouds / dusts block visible light
if there is clouds or dusts, then the optical telescope cannot be
used

Others (UNK) 16%
spiral is a kind of shape
galaxies can be classified by shape
spiral galaxy is a type of galaxy

Table 1: Example of inference types. Their abbreviations are described in the parentheses, which is used in the
paper. The Prop. represents the proportion of each category. The size of corpus is 5134 in our task.

both premises. It includes ARG insertion, frame
insertion and frame conjunction. In the case of
ARG insertion, the conclusion is obtained by con-
necting an argument from one of the premises to
a frame of the other, as illustrated in Figure 3. As
for frame conjunction/disjunction, the conclusion
is obtained by joining the premises graphs through
a conjunction/disjunction node (and) or (or).

The inference from rule category from (Dalvi
et al., 2021) comprises a specific case of insertion
or substitution categorised as conditional frame
insertion/substitution, where a frame is inserted or
replaced as an argument of a premise following a
conditional path in the other premise, as illustrated
in Figure 4.

The inference type infer class from properties

P1: energy comes from food P2: healing requires energy

C: energy for healing comes from food

c/come-01

e/energy 
:ARG1

f/food

:ARG3 r/require-01

h/heal-01
:ARG0

e/energy

:ARG1

e/energy
:ARG1

f/food
:ARG2

h/heal-01 :purpose

c/come-03

Figure 3: AMR argument insertion.

has been re-categorised as ARG or PRED gener-



P1: inventing paper allows paper to be used

P2: if something is allowed to be used then the use of that 
something might increase

C: inventing paper might increase the use of paper

a/allow-01

ii/invent-01
:ARG0

u/use-01

:ARG1

p/paper 
:ARG1

:ARG1
p2/paper 

p/possible-01

ii/increase-01
:ARG1

:condition

u/use-01 
:ARG1

s/something

:ARG1

:ARG1 

:ARG1

u2/use-01 
a/allow-01

:ARG1

ii2/invent-01
:ARG0

:ARG1

p2/paper 
:ARG1

:ARG1

ii/increase-01p/possible-01

u/use-01 p3/paper 

Figure 4: AMR conditional frame insertion.

alisation, where a new :domain relation frame is
created if both premise graphs differ by a single
predicate/argument term, as illustrated in Figure 5.
Property inheritance, on the other hand, is a spe-
cial case of ARG substitution, where one of the
premises describes a is made of relationship be-
tween the entity in the other premise and its re-
placement, as illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 5: AMR argument generalisation.

Finally, the other inference types category in-
cludes example, if-then, and others. Those infer-
ence types are defined according to the key lex-
ical characteristic of the conclusion, as system-

P1: blacktop is made of asphalt concrete

P2: asphalt has a smooth surface

C: a blacktop has a smooth surface

:ARG0

:ARG1

:ARG1-of

m/make-01

b/blacktop
:ARG1

c/concrete

:ARG2

a/asphalt:mod

h/have-03

a/asphalt
:ARG0

s/surface

:ARG1

s2/smooth-04
:ARG1-of

s/surface

b/blacktop

s2/smooth-04

h/have-03

Figure 6: AMR argument substitution (property inheri-
tance).

atic AMR transformations which could be applied
without rephrasing the underlying explanatory sen-
tences could not be determined. For example, the
if-then category refers to a conclusion that has an if
then sentence structure in which both premises do
not contain it. The example category is a conclu-
sion with the signalling word example, which does
not appear in the either premise. As for other un-
known categories, we do not further specify them,
as they either require knowledge outside of the
scope of the premises or do not have a consistent
symbolic transformation expression. An additional
subtype called premise copy was included for the
cases where the conclusion has the same graph as
one of the premises.

Annotation procedure Annotation was per-
formed manually for a set of 5000 entailment
triples (two premises, one conclusion) from the
EntailmentBank corpus (Dalvi et al., 2021), ac-
cording to Algorithm in Appendix A. Graph subset
relations and root matching are relaxed for non-
argument (:ARG*, op*) edges, meaning relations
such as :manner or :time can be ignored for this
purpose. Two annotators were used in this process,
on a consensus-based annotation scheme where a
first annotator defined the transformations and a
second annotator verified and refined the annota-



tion scheme, in two iterations.

4 Controlled inference architecture

In this section, we describe the methodological
framework behind the construction of the T5 sen-
tence bottleneck, which is illustrated in Figure 7.
The inference types are injected at the token level
at either the input embeddings for the encoder or to
the decoder embeddings (see Section 5.2). The first
case provides typing information to the sentence
embeddings, the latter provides contextual bias for
the token generation by the decoder.

Sentence embedding While designing the sen-
tence bottleneck, We compare the four most fre-
quently used methods to transform token embed-
dings into sentence embeddings for a variety of
current NLP tasks: (1) Mean pooling: calculating
the mean of each dimension on all token embed-
dings and feeding the resulting vector into a multi-
layer perceptron to obtain the sentence embedding
(used in SentenceBERT (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019)). (2) multi-layer perceptron (MLP): applying
an MLP to perform dimensionality reduction on to-
ken embeddings, and concatenating them together
as sentence embedding, which can be described as:

z = concat
[
MLP1(x1); ...;MLPT (xT )

]
where MLPi(xi) represents the i-th neural network
for input representation of token xi, z is the latent
sentence representation, and T is 70 in the experi-
ment. (3) multi-head attention: feeding each token
embedding into the multi-head attention and con-
sidering the first output embedding as the sentence
embedding (Montero et al., 2021), described as the
next equation:

z = MultiHead
(
XW q, XW k, XW v

)
[0]

where X = [x1, ..., xT ] and W q, W k, and W v

are the weights for learning q, k, v embeddings in
self-attention, respectively. (4) Sentence T5: re-
loading the weights from the pre-trained sentence
T5 (Ni et al., 2021) as sentence embeddings. This
process is similar to mean pooling, however the
pre-trained sentence representations may deliver
better performance.

Decoder connection We consider four common
strategies to inject sentence embeddings into the
decoder. (1) Cross-attention input embedding (CA

Input): reconstructing the token embeddings from
a sentence representation and directly feeding them
into the cross-attention layers of the decoder. This
mechanism is described in the next equation, where
Ŷ is the reconstruction of decoder input sequence
Y = [y1, ..., yK ].

Ŷ = MultiHead
(
YW q,MLP(z)W k,MLP(z)W v

)
(2) Cross-attention KV embedding (CA KV): in-

stead of reconstructing the token embeddings, it
consists of directly learning the Key and Value that
is used in the cross-attention mechanism. This is
the strategy used in Optimus (Li et al., 2020), which
is formalised in the following equation, where
MLPk and MLPv are neural layers for learning
k v embeddings.

Ŷ = MultiHead
(
YW q,MLPk(z),MLPv(z)

)
(3) Non-cross-attention input connection (NCA

Input): reconstructing the token embeddings and
element-wisely adding them with the word em-
beddings, positional embeddings of the decoder,
which is similar to (Fang et al., 2021b). (4) Non-
cross-attention output connection (NCA Output):
reconstructing the token embeddings and adding
them with the output embedding of the decoder.

5 Experiments

5.1 Analysing the T5 bottleneck baselines

In the experimental analysis, we analyze the per-
formance of the T5 bottleneck on the target NLI
task (conclusion generation from premises). We
use the base version as the baseline for T5 and sen-
tence bottleneck T5. The sentence representation
dimension size is set to 768 for all experiments.

Syllogism-style NLI Firstly, we compare the ef-
fect of different architectures on the performance of
sentence bottleneck T5. We quantitatively evaluate
the performance of different architectures. Table
3 illustrates the test losses. From it, we can ob-
serve that (1) pooling is always better than MLP
and MHA. (2) cross-attention always outperforms
non cross-attention. (3) pre-trained pooling is bet-
ter than non pre-trained pooling. (4) reconstructing
token embedding as the input of cross-attention is
better than reconstructing Key and Value weights.
Therefore, the best combination is using pre-trained



Figure 7: The architecture design of sentence bottleneck T5, which can be separated in two stages: sentence
embedding and decoder connection. The sentence embedding aims to transform token embeddings into a sentence
(single) embedding. Decoder connection aims to connect the encoder and decoder.

Premises Original T5 Sentence bottleneck T5 Golden conclusion
P1: a plant / living thing re-
quires nutrients to grow

food is an essential ingredient
for a plant to grow

food is a kind of fertilizer that
can be used by plants

a plant requires food to grow

P2: food contains nutrients
for living things

Table 2: Examples for original T5 and sentence bottleneck T5.

sentenceT5 as the sentence encoder and recon-
structing the token embedding as the input of cross-
attention (conclusion1). We also record the loss of
T5 for comparison purposes.

baseline Test loss (cross entropy) ↓

T5
bottleneck

Sentence
Embedding

CA
Input

CA
KV

NCA
Input

NCA
Output

Pooling 1.41 1.44 1.86 2.42
MLP 1.71 1.94 2.09 2.62
MHA 1.51 2.24 2.31 3.03

sentenceT5 1.24 1.42 1.81 2.22
T5 (base) 0.61

Table 3: Comparison of test loss (CA: cross-attention,
NCA: non-cross-attention).

Additionally, we also qualitatively evaluate the
models’ performances in this task. We implement
T5 and sentence bottleneck T5 (pre-trained sen-
tenceT5 and CA input) as our baselines. As illus-
trated in Table 2, we can observe that both baselines

can generate proper conclusions, although they are
not identical to the golden conclusions. E.g., food
is an essential ingredient for a plant to grow from
the original T5 compared with the golden conclu-
sion: a plant requires food to grow. Additional
examples can be found in Appendix C.

Explanation retrieval We evaluate the perfor-
mance of the sentence embedding bottleneck using
the of multi-hop explanatory inference as an ex-
planation retrieval task (Valentino et al., 2021b)
in which sentence embeddings from premises are
required for determining the conclusion. Given a
question-and-answer pair, it reconstructs the en-
tailment tree by searching the explanations from
a fact bank (WorldTree, (Jansen et al., 2018)) in
an iterative fashion using a dense sentence encoder.
In this case, we can replace the dense sentence
encoder with the propsoed T5 bottleneck baseline
to evaluate its sentence embedding. We compare



the T5 bottleneck with Bert(base) (Devlin et al.,
2019) and pretrained Optimus (large VAE, Li et al.
(2020)) and evaluate them via mean average preci-
sion (MAP). Those are not fine-tuned on the target
dataset (WorldTree, (Jansen et al., 2018)). Table
4 illustrated the performance of SCAR with dif-
ferent dense encoders. We can observe that the
T5 bottleneck outperforms Optimus to represent
the explanatory sentences, indicating that it has the
potential to deliver better inference and generation
via sentence space.

Dense Encoder t MAP(×100)

Bert(base, 768)

1 38.62
2 39.34
3 38.88
4 38.71

T5 bottleneck(base, 768)

1 34.47
2 35.28
3 34.50
4 34.47

Optimus(768)

1 28.21
2 29.35
3 28.35
4 28.27

Table 4: Evaluating sentence embedding on SCAR
where t represents the depth of entailment tree.

5.2 Analysing the lexical inference types

In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of the
granular inference types (using the new annotated
EntailmentBank corpus) on the performance of the
baseline models, including T5(small), Bart(base)
(Lewis et al., 2019), T5 bottleneck, and Optimus
(Li et al., 2020). We focus on three target questions:
1. Can the inference type information help model
training and inference? If this is the case, the model
trained with the inference types should achieve
higher scores (such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
and BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020)) on the test set,
and lower test loss.
2. Can the inference type information be used to
control the inference? If the inference type rules are
learned by the model, during inference, we could
potentially control the generated conclusion, while
keeping it valid, by modifying the inference type.
3. Can the model predict the correct inference type?
If the inference type information is supporting and
consistent with model inference, the model would
be able to predict the correct the inference type,
given the paired multi-premise and conclusion.

We consider three ways to inject inference-type
information into the architecture. These three

mechanisms are described below, where p1, p2, and
con are the premises and conclusion, respectively,
and </s> is a special token in T5 for separating
different sentences.
1. The inference type as the prefix for the premises
at the Encoder. This can be used to control the
generation of conclusions by modifying the infer-
ence type during inference. The input format of the
encoder can be described as:

the inference type is [type] </s> p1 </s> p2
2. The inference type as the prefix for the conclu-
sion in the Decoder, which is the common way to
control the generation of transformer-based models
(Li and Liang, 2021; Qian et al., 2022). The input
format of the decoder is described as:

</s> the inference type is [type]. con
3. The inference type at the end of the conclusion
in the Decoder, which can help us to check whether
T5 generates correct inference types. The input
format of the decoder is described as:

</s> con. the inference type is [type]

Quantitative evaluation We first quantitatively
evaluate model performance based on five met-
rics: test loss (cross-entropy), perplexity, BLEURT,
BLEU, and cosine similarity of Google sentenceT5.
As illustrated in Table 5, we can observe that
all baselines with inference type information al-
ways have lower test losses and perplexities (PPLs),
which means the inference type can help the train-
ing process of the model (conclusion2). Moreover,
for all baselines, feeding the inference types into
the model can achieve a consistently positive im-
pact over BLEU, Cosine, and BLEURT metrics,
which indicates that the inference types can help
the NLI process (conclusion3). We also conducted
ablation studies on the inference types, which are
included in the supplementary material (Appendix
G).

Additionally, we can observe that the T5 sen-
tence bottleneck as a baseline has a lower BLEURT
score. Therefore, we qualitatively evaluate its in-
ference performance by checking some cases with
negative scores. We find that some conclusions
with lower scores are semantically equivalent to
the golden ones. For example, the pred conclu-
sion: burning coal and burning oil are two sulfur
dioxide emitters which achieves -0.52 scores com-
pared with the golden conclusion: burning coal and
oil emit sulfur dioxide. Therefore, we argue that
BLEURT scores are not always reliable, especially
for evaluating the correctness of the entailment in



Baseline INJ BLEU Cosine BLEURT Loss ↓ PPL ↓
baselines without bottleneck

T5
original
(small)

DE 0.55 0.96 0.30 0.53 1.44
DP 0.59 0.96 0.34 0.58 1.57
EP 0.65 0.97 0.45 0.52 1.41
NO 0.54 0.96 0.22 0.69 2.22

T5
original
(base)

DE 0.46 0.96 0.23 0.49 1.33
DP 0.53 0.96 0.25 0.51 1.38
EP 0.61 0.97 0.39 0.45 1.22
NO 0.57 0.96 0.33 0.61 1.65

Bart
(base)

DE 0.44 0.94 0.03 0.55 1.49
DP 0.38 0.93 -0.42 0.48 1.30
EP 0.57 0.96 0.23 0.58 1.57
NO 0.54 0.96 0.17 0.63 1.71

baselines with bottleneck

T5
bottleneck
(base, 768)

DE 0.35 0.91 -0.15 0.84 2.31
DP 0.39 0.91 -0.13 0.86 2.36
EP 0.42 0.92 -0.07 1.23 3.42
NO 0.35 0.91 -0.20 1.24 3.45

Optimus
(BERT-GPT2, 768)

DE 0.26 0.80 -1.11 0.87 2.38
DP 0.25 0.79 -1.14 0.85 2.33
EP 0.09 0.74 -1.17 1.11 3.03
NO 0.07 0.74 -1.20 1.13 3.09

Table 5: Quantitative evaluation of test cases (best and
worst results are highlighted in bold and underlined,
respectively). Specification for abbreviation. INJ: ways
for injecting the information of inference types into
the model, it includes DE: decoder end, DP: decoder
prefix, EP: encoder prefix, NO: no inference type. PPL
is perplexity, Loss is cross entropy.

this task (conclusion4). Further examples are in-
cluded in Table 10 in Appendix D.

Controllability evaluation Secondly, we quali-
tatively evaluate the controllability of conclusion
generation by modifying the inference type before
feeding it into the Encoder. As illustrated in Ta-
bles 6 and 7, we can observe that the conclusion
can be controlled according to the different infer-
ence types, which indicates that our inference type
modelling approach can improve inference control
(conclusion5). For example, when the type is ARG
substitution (ARG-SUB), the model can generate
the blacktop is made of smooth surface by replac-
ing the argument asphalt concrete with smooth
surface. And the conclusions are changed to as-
phalt and blacktop have the same surface when the
inference type is the conjunction (FRAME-CONJ).
Table 7 also illustrates how the sentence bottleneck
can incorporate contextual information relevant to
the type transformation, for example generating
a pumpkin is a kind of plant, when plant is not
in the premises. More examples are provided in
Appendix E.

Inference types prediction Lastly, we check the
prediction of the inference type from the original
T5(base). In terms of qualitative evaluation, the

P1: blacktop is made of asphalt concrete

P2: asphalt has a smooth surface

ARG-SUB: the blacktop is made of smooth
surface

ARG-SUB-PROP: blacktop has a smooth surface

ARG/PRED-GEN: a blacktop is a kind of asphalt

ARG-INS: asphalt concrete blacktop has a smooth
surface

FRAME-CON: asphalt and blacktop have the same
surface

IFT: if the asphalt has a smooth surface then the
blacktop will have a smooth surface

Table 6: Controllable generation over original T5(base)
(ARG-SUB: argument substitution, ARG/PRED-GEN:
argument/predicate generalisation. ARG-SUB-PROP:
property inheritance. ARG-INS: argument insertion,
FRAME-CON: frame conjunction, IFT: if...then...).

analysis of prediction errors can also help us to
understand how T5 infers a conclusion. In table 8,
we can observe that the predicted inference type
is highly related to the conclusion. For example,
the predicted (PRED) conclusion a classroom is
usually measured in a si unit for measuring length
can be obtained by replacing meter with a si unit
for measuring length. This is also a reasonable
conclusion. More examples are provided in the
Appendix F.

As for the quantitative evaluation, we calculate
the accuracy of inference-type prediction. Specif-
ically, during inference, instead of feeding a start
token </s> to trigger the Decoder, we feed the
conclusion into the Decoder directly. Therefore,
it can try to generate the inference type based on
the entailment representation learned from cross-
attention. The accuracy is 40 %, which indicates
the model cannot accurately predict the inference
type according to the information from Decoder.
This result is consistent with results from Table 5,
in that the best way to inject inference type into
the model is through the encoder instead of the
decoder.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we focus on the development of a
model for multi-hop explanatory natural language
inference. At the center of the architecture is the



P1: a pumpkin contains seeds

P2: fruit contains seeds

ARG-INS: a fruit in a pumpkin contains seeds

FRAME-CONJ: a pumpkin and fruit both contains
seeds
FRAME-SUB: fruit is a kind of pumpkin

ARG-INS: fruit is a part of pumpkin that contains
seeds

FRAME-CONJ: a fruit contains seeds

FRAME-SUB: a pumpkin is a kind of plant

P1: eating something has a negative impact on that
something

P2: some animals eat cacti

ARG-INS: some animals have a negative im-
pact on cacti by eating cacti

PRED-SUB: some animals may have a negative
impact on cacti

FRAME-SUB: eating cacti has a negative impact on
that cacti

ARG-INS: some animals have a negative impact on
cacti by eating cacti

PRED-SUB: animals have a negative impact on cacti

FRAME-SUB: eating cacti has a negative impact on
that cacti

Table 7: Controllable generation comparison between
original T5(base) (top) and T5 bottleneck (bottom)
(ARG-INS: argument insertion, PRED-SUB: predi-
cate substitution, FRAME-CONJ: frame conjunction,
FRAME-SUB: frame substitution).

introduction of two key modelling mechanisms: (i)
the injection of granular inference types and (ii)
the introduction of a T5 sentence bottleneck. The
combination of those mechanisms allow effective
inference control at a cost of fluency performance.

We concentrate on the task of generating a con-
clusion based on two premises. In the experiment,
we first modify the architecture of the original T5
into sentence bottleneck T5, as the latent sentence
representation has more potential for control of
T5 sentence generation. From the qualitative and
quantitative performance evaluation of both archi-
tectures, we found that both can perform well in

P1: meters m are a metric / si unit used for measuring
length

P2: a classroom is usually measured in meter

GOLD: meter is the si unit that can be used to
measure a classroom
GOLD Type: ARG-INS

PRED: a classroom is usually measured in a si unit
for measuring length
PRED Type: FRAME-SUB

Table 8: Example of wrong inference type predicted by
the original T5(base).

our task. Secondly, we argue that the lexical infer-
ence type can help model training and control. We
could empirically observe improvement in control-
ling the conclusion generation and better training
results.

In the future, we will explore the reasoning pro-
cess via the T5 sentence bottleneck, where the struc-
ture (such as AMR) and content (such as Bag-of-
Words) information are disentangled in its latent
space. The disentangled latent space has the po-
tential to better guide the inference process of the
Encoder and the generation of the Decoder.

7 Limitations

Evaluation metrics: as described in Table 5 the met-
rics, such as BLEURT, cannot accurately reflect
the correctness of generated conclusion. There-
fore, how to quantitatively evaluate the correctness
of predicted conclusions from the inference side
should be considered in the future.
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A Annotation procedure

Algorithm 1 Annotation procedure
1: Find premise Px most similar to the conclusion C, Px̄ being the other premise.
2: if Gx = Gc or Gx̄ = Gc then
3: type = PREM -COPY
4: else if Px and C differ by one word w then
5: if w is a verb then
6: type = ARG-SUB
7: else
8: type = PRED-SUB
9: end if

10: else
11: Get AMR graphs G1, G2, Gc for P1, P2 and C respectively. Px → Gx.
12: if ∃ :ARG*(x, a) ∈ C and a ⊂ Px̄ then
13: if ∃ :condition(root(Gx), root(Gx̄)) then
14: type = COND-FRAME
15: else if root(a) is a noun then
16: if root(Gx̄) = “make-01” and
17: ∃ :ARG*(root(Gx̄, a) then
18: type = ARG-SUB-PROP
19: else
20: type = ARG-SUB
21: end if
22: else
23: type = FRAME-SUB
24: end if
25: else if Gx ⊂ Gc and Gx̄ ⊂ GC then
26: type = FRAME-CONJ
27: else if ∃x, y :domain(root(Gx), x) and :domain(root(Gx̄, y) and :op*(“and”, x) ∈ Gc and

:op*(“and”, y) ∈ Gc then
28: type = FRAME-CONJ
29: else if Gx ⊂ Gc then
30: d← Gc −Gx

31: if root(d) is a noun then
32: type = ARG-INS
33: else
34: type = FRAME-INS
35: end if
36: else if ∃ :domain(root(Gc), y) and (root(Gc) ∈ Gx and y ∈ Gx̄) or (root(Gc) ∈ Gx̄ and y ∈ Gx)

then
37: type = ARG/PRED-GEN
38: else
39: type = UNK
40: end if
41: end if



B Implementation details

1. Size of Sentence Representation: in this work, we consider 1000 as the size of the sentence embedding.
Usually, the performance of the model improves as the size increases.

Different sentence dim setup

Size 32 64 128 256 512 1000

Loss 1.59 1.42 1.36 1.32 1.29 1.26

Table 9: The loss with different sentence dim in sentence bottleneck T5.

2. Multi-head Attention (MHA): in the experiment, MHA consists of 8 layers, each layer containing
12 heads. The dimensions of Query, Key, and Value are 64 in each head. The dimension of token
embedding is 768.

3. Max epoch: 40, learning rate: 5e-5. During fine-tuning the sentence bottleneck T5, we first freeze
the pre-trained parameters in the first epoch and fine-tune all parameters for the remaining epochs.

4. The implementation of Optimus is based on their original code (Li et al., 2020) 1. It is initialised
with a pretrained checkpoint with β=0.

1https://github.com/ChunyuanLI/Optimus

https://github.com/ChunyuanLI/Optimus


C More Examples for Both Baselines

Table 10 shows more examples generated from both baselines.

Premises Original T5 Sentence bottleneck T5 Golden conclusion

P1: a human is a kind of object a child is a kind of object a child is a kind of object a child is a kind of object

P2: a child is a kind of young
human

P1: a plant / living thing requires
nutrients to grow

food is an essential ingredient
for a plant to grow

food is a kind of fertilizer
that can be used by plants

a plant requires food to grow

P2: food contains nutrients for
living things

P1: bees have a positive impact
on plant reproduction

helping bees has a positive im-
pact on plant reproduction

helping bees has a positive
impact on plant reproduc-
tion

bees help plant reproduction

P2: helping something has a pos-
itive impact on that something

P1: a doorbell is a kind of elec-
tric device

closing an electric circuit causes
a doorbell to function

closing of a doorbell causes
the doorbell to function

an electric circuit causes a
doorbell to function

P2: closing an electric circuit
causes an electrical device to
function

P1: an animal gets the energy it
needs to run from food

an animal gets the energy it
needs to run from food

a dog gets the energy it
needs to run from food

a dog gets the energy it
needs to run from food

P2: a dog is a kind of animal

P1: if something is made of min-
erals then that something con-
tains minerals

rock contains minerals a rock is a kind of rock a rock contains minerals

P2: rock is made of minerals

P1: ocean water is made of hy-
drogen and oxygen

ocean water is more common on
earth than on earth

ocean water is more com-
mon than oxygen on earth

oxygen is the most common
element found in the com-
pounds that make up ocean
water

P2: oxygen is more common
than hydrogen on earth

P1: water will change from a
liquid to a solid by decreasing
heat energy

water will change from a liquid
to a solid by decreasing temper-
ature

water will change from a liq-
uid to a solid by decreasing
temperature

water will change from a liq-
uid to a solid by decreasing
the temperature

P2: temperature is a measure of
heat energy

P1: if something is required
to perform a process then that
something can be absorbed to
perform that process

if something is required to do
photosynthesis then that some-
thing can be absorbed to do pho-
tosynthesis

if something is required to
perform photosynthesis then
that something can be ab-
sorbed to perform photosyn-
thesis

if something is required to
perform photosynthesis then
that something can be ab-
sorbed to perform photosyn-
thesis

P2: photosynthesis is a kind of
process

P1: volvox is a kind of protist volvox is a protist volvox is a kind of protist
that reproduces sexually

volvox is a kind of protist
that reproduces sexually

P2: volvox reproduces sexually

Table 10: More examples for original T5 and sentence bottleneck T5.



D More Examples with Low BLEURT Scores

In this part, we show the conclusions from sentence bottleneck T5 without inference type that have
BLEURT scores lower than 0.

Premises Sentence bottleneck T5 Golden conclusion BLEURT

P1: feeling is when an living thing
senses through touch

soft feelings is when an animal
senses soft sensations through touch

soft is a kind of feeling -0.52

P2: soft is a kind of touch sensation

P1: photosynthesis is a kind of pro-
cess in which plants convert carbon
dioxide and water and solar energy
into carbohydrates and food and oxy-
gen for themselves

a plant is a source of oxygen through
photosynthesis

plants are a source of carbohydrates
through photosynthesis

-0.08

P2: if a plant uses a process to con-
vert something into something else
then that plant is a source of that
something else through that process

P1: burning coal emits sulfur diox-
ide

burning coal and burning oil are two
sulfur dioxide emitters

burning coal and oil emit sulfur diox-
ide

-0.15

P2: burning oil emits sulfur dioxide

P1: a leaf is a part of a green plant chlorophyll is a part of green plants a leaf is a part of a green plant that
contains chlorophyll

-0.15

P2: leaves contain chlorophyll

P1: some bacteria are good for hu-
mans by helping digestion

an example of good digestion is
stomach acid breaking down food

some bacteria are good for humans
by helping to break down food

-0.34

P2: digestion is when stomach acid
breaks down food

P1: producing thrust causes an ani-
mal to move

a squid producing thrust causes an
animal to move

a squid produces thrust by pushing
water out of its body

-0.07

P2: a squid produces a stream of
water out of its body that causes it
to move

P1: the iron nail has rusted rusting is when iron reacts chemi-
cally with water and oxygen

a chemical reaction has happened on
the iron nail

-0.95

P2: rusting is when iron chemically
reacts with water and oxygen

P1: metal is an electrical conductor metal is an electrical conductor and
metal is a thermal conductor

metal can conduct electricity and
heat

-0.12

P2: metal is a thermal conductor

P1: a needle is a part of a pine tree a pine tree has a needle part and a
leaf part

a needle is a kind of leaf that is a
part of a pine tree

-0.15

P2: a needle is a kind of leaf

P1: helium is a kind of element helium and pure substances are both
elements

helium is a pure substance -0.10

P2: elements are pure substances

Table 11: T5 bottleneck: more examples with low BLEURT scores.



E Additional Examples with Controllable Prefix

We also display some controllable conclusions based on both the Original T5 and T5 bottleneck, where
the inference type is fed as the prefix of premises.

Premises Inference Type Original T5

P1: a pumpkin contains seeds ARG-INS a fruit in a pumpkin contains seeds

P2: fruit contains seeds FRAME-CONJ a pumpkin and fruit both contain seeds

IFT if a pumpkin contains fruit then the fruit may
contain seeds

EXAMPLE fruit is an example of pumpkins being sown

ARG/PRED-GEN a pumpkin is a kind of fruit

ARG-SUB fruit can contain pumpkin seeds

UNK a pumpkin can contain seeds

FRAME-SUB fruit is a kind of pumpkin

P1: sunlight is a kind of solar energy ARG-INS solar energy is a kind of resource for plants that
uses water

P2: water and sunlight are resources for plants FRAME-CONJ water and sunlight are resources for plants and
are kinds of solar energy

UNK the resources for plants include water and solar
energy

ARG-SUB water and solar energy are resources for plants

P1: to move something can mean to transfer
something

ARG-SUB flowing can mean to transfer energy

P2: flowing is a kind of movement for energy INF if something flows, then that energy will flow

FRAME-CONJ moving can transfer energy and mean flowing

ARG-INS flowing can be a kind of transfer of energy to
another entity

ARG/PRED-GEN transferring energy with flowing can be seen as
transferring energy

P1: if a pot is exposed to a stove then that pot
may become hot

COND-FRAME the pot will become hot

P2: the pot is exposed to a stove EXAMPLE an example of hot pot is a pot exposed to a stove

P1: eating something has a negative impact on
that something

FRAME-SUB eating cacti has a negative impact on that cacti

P2: some animals eat cacti PRED-SUB some animals may have a negative impact on
cacti

ARG-INS some animals have a negative impact on cacti by
eating cacti

EXAMPLE cooking cacti is an example of a negative impact
on a cactus

INF if a cactus has a negative impact on an animal,
that cactus could be devoured

P1: seeing requires light ARG-SUB reading requires light

P2: reading requires seeing ARG-INS light is a kind of requirement for reading

INF if light is moving then reading may be taken

EXAMPLE a light bulb will be used for reading

UNK light will help you read

Table 12: Original T5: controllable NLI via inference type.



Premises Inference Type T5 bottleneck

P1: a pumpkin contains seeds ARG-INS fruit is part of a pumpkin that contains seeds

P2: fruit contains seeds FRAME-CONJ a fruit contains seeds

FRAME-SUB a pumpkin is a kind of plant

P1: sunlight is a kind of solar energy ARG-INS water is a kind of resource that is used by plants
for growth

P2: water and sunlight are resources for plants FRAME-CONJ plants and water are resources that require water
and energy

ARG-SUB plants use water and sunlight to produce energy

P1: if a pot is exposed to a stove then that pot
may become hot

COND-FRAME the pot may become hot

P2: the pot is exposed to a stove ARG/PRED-GEN the pot may be a source of heat

P1: eating something has a negative impact on
that something

FRAME-SUB eating cacti has a negative impact on that cacti

P2: some animals eat cacti PRED-SUB animals have a negative impact on cacti

ARG-INS some animals have a negative impact on cacti by
eating cacti

P1: seeing requires light ARG-SUB reading requires light

P2: reading requires seeing FRAME-CONJ reading and feeling can both be used

INF if something is visible then that something will
be seen

Table 13: T5 bottleneck: controllable NLI via inference type.



F More Examples with failure prediction of inference type

Premises Original T5 Golden conclusion PRED type GOLD type

P1: webbed feet have a positive
impact on an aquatic animal’s
survival

webbed feet have a positive
impact on an aquatic animal’s
adaptation

webbed feet are a kind
of adaptation for aquatic
animals

FRAME-SUB ARG/PRED-
GEN

P2: an adaptation has a positive
impact on an animal’s survival

P1: burning something is a kind
of action

burning something requires
burning something

if something occurs by
burning something else,
then burning that some-
thing else is required for
that something to occur

COND-
FRAME

FRAME-SUB

P2: if something occurs by per-
forming an action, then that ac-
tion is required for that some-
thing to occur

P1: food contains nutrients a protein is a kind of food that
contains a protein

food contains proteins ARG-INS ARG-SUB

P2: a protein is a kind of nutrient

P1: the environment has
changed from a body of water
to mountains

the atmosphere is found on the
surface of earth

the environments on the
crustal surface of earth
have changed from a
body of water to moun-
tains

FRAME-SUB ARG-INS

P2: environments are found on
the crustal surface of earth

P1: ocean water is made of hy-
drogen and oxygen

ocean water is becoming more
common on earth

oxygen is the most
common element found
in the compounds that
make up ocean water

FRAME-SUB ARG-INS

P2: oxygen is more common
than hydrogen on earth

P1: bees have a positive impact
on plant reproduction

help of bees has a positive im-
pact on plant reproduction

bees help plant repro-
duction

ARG-SUB PRED-SUB

P2: helping something has a pos-
itive impact on that something

Table 14: Original T5: failure prediction of inference type.



G Ablation studies

In this context, we remove the inference types from the dataset and evaluate the T5 model performance
using the same metrics. In this case, we can compare the model performance trained with or without
that inference-type data. From Table 15, we can observe that the baselines (T5 small and base) achieve
higher BLEU and BLEURT scores without the data with further specification (FUR), Inference from rule
(INF-RULE), and unknown (UNK) inference type, respectively. This result indicates that the T5 cannot
generalize well over those inference types. Besides, removing the UNK inference type from data can
achieve lower loss and PPL, which indicates that it has a negative impact on model training.

Remove T5 BLEU BLEURT Cosine Loss ↓ PPL ↓

FRAME-SUB
small 0.50 0.19 0.95 0.95 2.58
base 0.60 0.33 0.96 0.72 1.95

ARG-INS
small 0.54 0.27 0.95 0.82 2.22
base 0.63 0.46 0.97 0.64 1.73

FRAME-CONJ
small 0.53 0.26 0.96 0.84 2.28
base 0.60 0.35 0.96 0.65 1.76

COND-FRAME
small 0.55 0.25 0.96 0.88 2.39
base 0.59 0.36 0.96 0.69 1.87

UNK
small 0.55 0.23 0.95 0.53 1.44
base 0.62 0.40 0.96 0.58 1.57

No small 0.54 0.22 0.96 0.69 2.22
No base 0.57 0.33 0.96 0.61 1.65

Table 15: Ablation study over inference type (FRAME-SUB: Frame substitution, ARG-INS: ARG insertion,
FRAME-CONJ: Frame conjunction, COND-FRAME: conditional frame insertion/substitution, UNK: unknown,
No: no inference types are removed).


